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4. Learning goals: 
 
The broad learning outcomes of this class comprise building a strong foundation in:  
 
(a) identifying and understanding fundamental concepts in fluid mechanics;  
(b) describing fluid flow in a variety of scenarios physically and analytically; and  
(c) communicating these physical and mathematical aspects in a technically proficient manner.   
 
The overarching technical learning goals for this class have been listed below, wherein at the end of this 
course, students will be able to: 
 
ü Recognize the wide spectrum of physics and applications underlying the subject of fluid mechanics. 
ü List the fundamental similarities and differences between behavior of fluids and solids. 
ü Recall the basic definitions of fundamental physical and thermodynamical parameters.  
ü List the fundamental mathematical definitions and operations for Cartesian vectors and tensors.  
ü Recognize that flow comprises deformation driven by external forces.  
ü List the basic descriptors of deformation in continuous media using vector/tensor machinery.  
ü Analyze common flow kinematics using continuum deformation and kinematics measures.  
ü Recall basic balance laws for mass, momentum, and energy for bulk material.  
ü Develop governing equations for balance laws in continuous media using vector/tensor machinery. 
ü Explain the definition and importance of material constitutive laws.  
ü Identify the common boundary conditions required for flow analysis. 
ü Analyze common fluid flow dynamics problems using continuum balance laws.  
ü Explain basic concepts pertaining to vortex and vorticity.  
ü State the basic theorems on vortex and vorticity. 
ü Derive vorticity theorems and results using fundamental continuum equations/definitions.  
ü Describe analytically how vortices interact and influence flow velocities. 
ü State the definition of, and common mathematical conditions in, ideal flow. 
ü 
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• Detailed mathematical and physical treatment of turbulent flows. 
• Detailed mathematical and physical treatment of compressible flows. 
• Detailed discussion on concepts pertaining to flow instabilities.  
• Special topics like: environmental flows, geophysical flows, biological flows, multiphase flows etc. 

 
The mechanical and aerospace engineering departments (and other departments within the college) 
offer several specialized courses on each of these topics which would be suitable next steps to pursue 
your interests in these directions after our graduate level introduction. Please consult with your 
instructor if you have interests in any of these other topical areas.  
 
5. Grading and evaluation policies: 
 
5.1. Grade breakdown: 
 
Course grading will be based on a combination of homeworks, a midterm examination, and a final 
project. Final grades will equal >?@&2A&+""&*2B(<28C-&D&E>@&(F+B$,+0$2,&D&E>@&A$,+"&G825()0.  
 
5.2. Homework submissions: 
 
All homework submissions will be handled electronically, and submissions will be accepted only via 
the submissions webpage on Canvas. Students are required to type out problem solutions using a 
software tool of their choice (Word/Powerpoint/TeX etc.). Students are encouraged to work with their 
peers on the homeworks. However, each student B#-0&-#HB$0&0*($8&2<,&;(8-$2,&2A&0*(&*2B(<28C for 
the final homework submissions.  
Note: For students choosing to use TeX for their work, the online tool Overleaf is highly recommended. 
 
5.3. Practice and zero-grade assignments: 
 
From time to time, assignments that have 0 grades associated with it will be posted. These will be extra 
practice material, and activity based exercises etc. to help students learn. It is NOT MANDATORY to 
complete and submit these assignments. However, students will have an option of reporting 
completion of these activities, and submitting them. If a student has completed all of these, he/she/they 
will receive an option of extra credit based on this work.  
 
5.4. Late submission policy: 
 
I+0(&-#HB$--$2,-&A28&*2B(<28C- <$""&8()($;(&+&G(,+"0J&K$L(L&%2)C(%&G2$,0-M. Any late submission will 
get 20% points docked + 1% for each day of delay thereafter. Thus, if a student submits a homework 2 
days after the due date – 
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5.5. Regrading requests: 
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5.7. Privacy of graded work and submissions: 
 
Grades for all graded work will always be communicated privately, via your account on Canvas. All 
requests for regrades will also always be handled in a private manner. At any point of time, the 
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9. Collaboration and peer-learning emphasis: 
 
92""+H28+0$;(&<28C&+,%&G((8U02UG((8&"(+8,$,=&)2BG8$-(-&+&B+528&A2)#-&2A&0*$-&)2#8-(L To facilitate this, 
there will be a peer-learning discussion forum that will be activated on Canvas. Students are 
encouraged to post questions, help fellow students, and answer questions etc. Helpful and active 
students may receive ``Good Citizen Brownie Points’’! Instructor and TA will try and ensure this is as 
much peer-driven as possible, and will only moderate from time to time on this forum as and when 
deemed necessary (or appropriate). Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, students are encouraged to 
work together on homeworks and assignments (but students MUST submit thier own work). Copying 
and submitting duplicate assignments of each other will NOT be tolerated. V28C$,=&02=(0*(8&%2(-&,20&
B(+,&G"+=$+8$W$,=&(+)*&20*(8X-&<28CL  
 






